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Dear EO Arizona Members:

First off, thank you for giving me the pleasure of serving 
as your President for the 2016-2017 year. We have 
assembled a truly impressive Board of influential 
entrepreneurs and servant member-leaders whose love 
and commitment for EO will ensure that our chapter 
continues to thrive this year and beyond.

Ever since I joined EO in early 2010, I have loved it, but 
the reasons as to why I love it have evolved over time.  
Early on, my motivation was in growing my business 
and leveraging the experiences of my entrepreneurial 
peers to enhance my business life. With time, however, 
I came to realize that EO was the root cause of every 
single positive facet of my life, not just business. Any 
time anyone asks me how my life is going, my answers 
center around the learning, feelings, activity, and more 
importantly, results achieved through my membership  
in EO. Because of EO, I have lost 40 lbs. since January  
of 2015. Because of EO, my business’s year-over-year 
net profit margins have grown by 350%. Because of  
EO, my family life is healthier and more in balance than  
it has ever been. I am proud to share that life is good!      

The reality is that EO delivers value to members in a 
wide variety of ways, and members perceive the value 
gained through their membership in even a wider 
variety of ways. Forum is certainly the core of most 
member’s EO life. But there are so many other layers 
of value that can be accessed to get the full EO 
experience. Many of them are outlined in this guide. But 
here’s the rub: to tap into this value requires a personal 
commitment to go ALL IN, which is why our chapter’s 
leadership chose that theme last year. We wanted our 
members to explore everything EO has to offer beyond 
their Forum and better yet, beyond our local chapter 
offerings. Only then can you truly evaluate the value 
that this diverse global organization of over 12,000 
people in 48 countries around the world can deliver.    

Which brings me to the theme for EO Arizona this 
year: Share Your #EOAZlife. I’m inviting all EO Arizona 
members to purposely and openly share the life 
improvements they are experiencing because of EO 
with their networks. I want us sharing about the once 
in a lifetime events and exclusive access that only EO 
offers. I want us sharing about the amazing places you 
are visiting on retreats, regional conferences and global 
universities. I want you sharing your entrepreneurial 
journey at your children’s school, at church and 
throughout your community. I want you sharing the 
knowledge you are learning because of EO with your 
friends, employees and family. This is an organization 
that does a ton of good – in our businesses, in our 
personal lives, in our relationships, in our communities 
and in the world. But we can’t provide EO with the 
visibility and admiration it deserves if we keep it to 
ourselves. By sharing our EO life with others, we are also 
reminded about the fact that the source of many of 
the enhancements of our lives is due to our membership 
in this one of a kind organization.  Let’s give credit 
where credit is due, and let’s build our EOAZ brand and 
community organically through the advocacy of the 
quality members in our chapter.  

I wish you a year – and an #EOAZlife – full of 
enrichment, not just in your business but in your family, 
your community and yourself.

With gratitude,
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J.P. Dahdah
EO Arizona President 



Our Strategic Alliance Partners are valuable assets to the Entrepreneurs’ 

Organization. When we join forces with reputable organizations that are in 

alignment with our mission, we are able to expand our programs and resources  

and create more opportunities for members to learn and grow. By raising awareness  

of the Entrepreneurs’ Organization, we also facilitate chapter growth and expansion  

to new areas of the world.
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TO ENGAGE LEADING ENTREPRENEURS TO LEARN AND GROW.

TO BUILD THE WORLD’S MOST INFLUENTIAL COMMUNITY OF ENTREPRENEURS.

BOLDLY GO
This is what we’ve done all our lives. It’s what allows us 

to grow and take risks. It inspires us to never give up, 

celebrating failures as well as successes. It’s an innate 

instinct born out of courage, creativity  

and eternal optimism.

THIRST FOR LEARNING
Our most valuable asset is wisdom gained through 

our appetite for knowledge and the transformational 

experiences that we share with our peers. A thirst for 

learning leads to an open mind, and an open mind 

leads to greater opportunities.

MAKE A MARK
We are not afraid of challenging conventions.  

We are in control of our own destiny, and with that 

come great responsibilities: To build value. To make a 

difference. To leave a legacy. We are willing to put in 

the effort to transform any experience into a positive 

one for all.

TRUST AND RESPECT
In business, as in life, integrity is everything. Within 

our organization, integrity goes deeper than just the 

game rules–it is our code of conduct. Confidence, 

respect and inclusiveness are imperatives. Non-

judgment and non-solicitation are non-negotiable. 

COOL
Cool defines our approach, our attitude and our 

experiences. As we carve our own path, we are 

reinventing the experience of what it means to be  

an entrepreneur. We are vibrant and progressive.  

We commit to innovation. We commit to cool.
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ONE
Peer-to-peer relationships, the fundamental value 

of EO, will continue to be a cornerstone of our 

organizational culture. The value delivered to 

members will exceed perceived and real member 

expectations in a direct relationship to chapter and 

global dues paid, and EO’s allocation of resources will 

reflect the strategic intent to deliver member value 

through its products and services.

TWO
EO will always be, at its core, a peer-based learning 

organization focused on personalized experience gained 

from a range of offerings at the local, regional and 

global levels which allows for growth and development.

THREE
EO will serve the member through an experience, 

which honors and respects the totality of an 

entrepreneur’s life to include: family, business, 

community, health and wellness.

FOUR
EO embraces diversity and will be a truly global 

organization, present in all societies where 

entrepreneurs live and work, which respects different 

cultures, leverages our regional strengths and reflects 

diversity in its governance and structure. 

FIVE
EO and its members will continuously innovate, 

research and develop new customized products and 

services and support those which will deliver enhanced 

value to its members and allow it to be a  

cutting-edge learning organization.

SIX
Governance is organized to balance the needs of 

local and regional considerations in conjunction with 

global in order to ensure the delivery of optimal value 

to all members.

SEVEN
Quality growth rather than growth alone will be a 

hallmark of our recruitment activities.

EIGHT
EO will establish and protect its brand in a way that 

solidifies its role as the most credible and respected 

entrepreneurial organization in the world, and EO 

will have a communication plan which reaches every 

member electronically and traditionally with depth, 

clarity and transparency.

NINE
EO will have the most professional and competent 

staff available in the market to serve the member 

needs of the organization.

TEN
At all levels, EO is a member-led organization that 

seeks to identify, engage and empower its leaders.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE PRINCIPLES WE ADHERE TO AS AN 
ORGANIZATION AND WILL GUIDE ALL OUR EFFORTS.
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FORUM
A unique communication model that provides 

unparalleled access to the wisdom of your peers 

during confidential monthly meetings, to discuss your 

service offerings in a topical manner and to enable 

you as our Partner to position yourself as the expert 

within your competitive landscape.

EVENTS
EO Arizona’s learning chair works a year in advance to 

curate a spectacular learning calendar for the term. 

This learning calendar enables members and SAPs to 

attend local events at exclusive venues, learning from 

keynote speakers, influential industry leaders and 

celebrity personalities alike. In addition to the robust 

local curriculum, EO hosts a wide variety of regional 

and global events from universities to specialized 

events for like-minded enthusiasts. 

MyEO
MyEO empowers members to connect with  

fellow EOers around the globe, either by hosting 

an experience or participating in one. MyEO is members 

hosting MyEO Events, forming MyEO Groups and 

creating personalized MyEO Forums geared toward 

their unique interests. It’s about self-selection, 

increased global choice and members making a mark.

MEMBER EXCHANGE
Member Exchange is driven through the Member 

Exchange website, which allows you to complete  

a skills profile, update your information regularly,  

submit and track your requests and respond to  

other members’ requests.

HEALTH NETWORK FOUNDATION
Health network Foundation, an EO member benefit, 

is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that has been 

networking presidents, CEOs and business leaders into 

the top hospitals since 1991.

MENTORSHIP
EO Mentorship is a chapter-based program, where 

members create structured, goal-driven relationships 

aimed at accelerating personal and professional 

growth. EO Arizona has one of the largest and most 

successful mentorship programs in the  

entire organization. 

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
EO is proud to offer members the opportunity 

to learn at a higher, more intense level through 

executive-education programming. Our programs 

strive to bring members to new levels of leadership, 

growth and success in their business, community and 

family lives. Offerings include The Entrepreneurial 

Masters Program (EMP), EO/Indian School of Business 

Executive Business Growth Program and the EO/Bell 

Leadership Institute Program.

PARTNER PRIVILEGES
This includes special discounts and preferred 

arrangements with EO global and regional sponsors.

EO MARKETPLACE
Access exclusive deals from around the world with EO 

related businesses.



EO PARTNERSHIP 
REFERRAL PROGRAM
The Partnership Referral Program is an initiative of 
EO to raise global awareness, grow the network and 
strengthen membership value through partnerships 
and strategic alliances. 

EO INSIGNIA
EO Insignia is a program exclusively for members with 

7+ years of EO tenure. This program connects you 

with other long-term members like yourself who are 

looking for greater professional achievement and 

deeper personal realization.

EO QUANTUM LEAP
EO Quantum Leap is exclusively for members who 

have a business with US$15+ million in annual revenue. 

This program connects you with other members who 

can understand the complexities of your business and 

the issues you face because they experience  

similar challenges. 

LEADERSHIP
Your local board, regional board and global board 

all need members to step up and make a difference. 

Here are some of your local board benefits: GLC, 

$500 towards any regional or global university, ride to 

holiday party, monthly meeting meals and experience. 

This is not a burden, it’s an honor, and it’s a benefit.

EO PRESSPASS
EO PressPass is an exclusive member benefit 

that helps EO members and their companies get 

recognition for free. Think of it as a matching service 

that connects entrepreneurs with business reporters 

who need sources for stories. When reporters 

contact us looking to speak to thought leaders and 

influencers in the business community, we pass those 

opportunities along to you, our members.

YOUR CHAPTER PARTNERS
Thank you to our strategic alliance partners who are 

featured within this booklet. Please visit with them, 

engage them and make them feel welcome in our 

chapter. Without their support we couldn’t thrive.
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BECOME A MyEO CHAMPION 
IN FIVE EASY STEPS:

ONE 

Imagine the experience you want to share with EOers.

TWO 

Define the format (Event, Forum, Group).

THREE 
Create your initiative at myeo.eonetwork.org.

FOUR 

Promote your initiative and apply the best practices 

available in the MyEO manuals, available for download at 

EOaccess>Benefits>MyEO.

FIVE 

Contact the MyEO team for additional support.

MyEO EXPERIENCES COME 
IN THREE DIFFERENT TYPES:

EVENTS
Create an event around your passion (a topic, culture, 

activity or experience) and invite EO members from around 

the region, country or world to join in your experience.
Examples: MyEO Superbowl Experience, Family Camp Experience, 

Power of Powder–Business and Risk In the Mountains, Climb Mt. 

Kilimanjaro–Change Part of the World

GROUPS
Engage a new network of peers united to focus on 

business, passion or lifestyle by joining or creating a 

MyEO Group. Use existing social media platforms, and 

promote them in a central location, only visible to  

EO members.
Examples: BadAss Cigar Club, Art Lovers Group, Web Property 

owners, Wrestlers in Business Network, MyEO Spousal Group, 

Dirtbike Group, Youth Exchange

FORUM
Learn and share with members in a Forum environment 

focused around a particular industry or peer group.
Examples: SheEO, Flow Forum, Franchise Owners, Saas 

International, Private Duty Home Care, Real Estate/Construction 

Forum

HOW TO GET INVOLVED:

ONE 

Browse the existing MyEO opportunities and join 

one that matches your interest. 

 •Visit the MyEO website 

 •Join the MyEO Facebook Group 

 •Subscribe to the MyEO Newsletter

TWO 
If you don’t find what you are looking for, become 

a MyEO Champion and create it yourself.

GET MORE OUT OF EO

CONTACT ARIZONA MyEO CHAIR:

Steve Levine | MyEO Chair
CEO of SLE
P 480.284.6033
E Steve@slentertainment.com 



Candidates that score well during the 
committee review luncheon will be 
asked to attend a 15-minute interview 
with EO Arizona board members.

BOARD INTERVIEW

4

Membership Chair schedules a  
one-hour discovery call with prospective 
member to qualify the candidate.

DISCOVERY CALL

1 DOCUMENT SUBMISSION
A candidate that successfully passes the first step is prompted  
to submit:

•   EO Arizona revenue verification form completed  
 by CPA/accountant

•   First page of most recent U.S. business tax return

•   Copies of Articles of Incorporation 

•   Bio form via the EO Arizona  website

•   EO global application with credit card information

2

NEW MEMBER APPROVAL
Qualified candidate’s application will be formally approved  
by EO Arizona.

•   New members announcement 
will be sent to the chapter  
at large

•    Link to EO Arizona website 
with their bio information 
under New Member Spotlight

•    New members will attend  
Forum Training with their 
fellow class members

•    New members will attend 
a new member happy hour 
celebration with the chapter 
at large for introductions

6
Bios of selected candidates from 
the board interview will be sent to 
the chapter at large, requesting 
any feedback and/or conflicts from 
current EO Arizona members within 
four business days.

CHAPTER REVIEW

5

3
REVIEW LUNCHEON

The candidate will be invited to 
attend a Review Luncheon hosted 
by the Membership Committee 
along with other candidates and 
participate in a group interview.

•    After the prospects have left 
the committee review lunch, 
committee members will score 
each prospect on a 60-point 
comprehensive score card 
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EXPLAIN: 

The current member must have a clear explanation of 
the direct acts committed by the potential member 
that would lead to integrity or ethical problems.1
VERIFY: 
The current member will need to provide objection 
either in person or via a phone call to the membership 
chair with direct instances relating to the conflict. 
Membership chair will speak to the potential 
member to hear their position regarding the conflict.

2
MEET:
At the membership chair’s discretion, the current 
member will meet with a membership conflict 
committee to discuss the issues involved. Forum 
confidentiality wi l l be observed and applied. The 
membership conflict committee will be a group 
formed separate from the review committee.

3

4
THE CONCERN MUST BE VALIDATED BY 
THE FOLLOWING OBJECTION CRITERIA:

A. Cannot be based on the current and 
 potential member’s indirect or direct  
 competitive landscape.

B. Cannot be based on second-hand knowledge-   
 the conflict must be a direct experience of   
 the current member.

C. Objection must be factually supported by   
 current member.

D. Concern can be based on the potential member’s 
 business activity that exposed the current   
 member to fraudulent behavior.

E. Preference of current member will be taken 
 over potential member if the potential member 
 will create a toxic environment.

F. If two members or more have raised concern   
 about a potential member, they must have   
 individual substantiated explanations. Without   
 independent positions from multiple members,   
 the conflict returns to the primary member   
 with concerns.

The committee will consider objections presented during the 
concern validation process. A majority vote will be taken by 
the members of the committee in attendance of the review.

In the event a member contacts the membership chair with 
concerns about a new candidate within the requested time 
frame, the following steps will be taken:
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13 
ATTRITION

 156
TOTAL

 M E M BE RSH I P

 25
NEW

  $315K 
MEMBERSHIP DUES COLLECTED

 $135K  
PARTNER DOLLARS COLLECTED

 2 NEW SAPs12 MEMBERS MADE THE INC. 500

 16 FORUMS  2 KEY EXECUTIVE 
FORUMS  1 SPOUSAL

FORUM

 6
ACCELERATORS ACCEPTED

SOLD 4
MEMBER BUSINESSES SOLD

CHARLES GOFFNETT • ADAM ARKFELD • BRIAN MOORE 

CORY SCHNEIDER • TIM MELTON • BRETT HELGESON

ROBERT CLINKENBEARD • PAUL DEMBOW  

TIM THOMAS • JAY JENNINGS

 15 LEARNING 
EVENTS

 $230K  16 SOCIAL 
EVENTS

SPENT ON 
EVENTS

EO AZ Annual Chapter Guide 2016/2017 10
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DATE TOPIC

Tuesday 8.30.16
State of the Chapter  
Speaker: J.P. Dahdah

Friday 9.16.16
Flight Plan for Life  
Speaker: Rob Shallenberger

Tuesday 9.27.16 New Member Happy Hour

Wed-Sat 10.5.16 -10.8.16 EO Alchemy 2016

Friday 10.7.16 Chris Gardner Keynote & Book Signing

Tuesday 10.18.16
EO Member Spotlight–Lunch & Learn 
Member: Brad Cox

Thursday 11.10.16
Walk Away Wealthy  
Speaker: Mark Tepper

Tuesday 11.15.16
EO Member Spotlight–Lunch & Learn 
Member: Josh Levine

Wednesday 11.30.16
Bridging the Generational Gap 
Speaker: Paul Moya

Saturday 12.10.16 Holiday Party

Thursday 1.5.17 New Member Happy Hour

Thursday 1.19.17 Forum Mashup

Thursday 2.9.17
Wine Drinking for Inspired Thinking 
Speaker: Michael Gelb

Friday 2.17.17 Chapter Dine-Around

Wednesday 2.22.17
Less Doing 
Speaker: Ari Meisel

Thursday 3.2.17
Engage, Encourage & Empower  
Your Employees  
Speaker: Marc Koehler

Tuesday 3.14.17
EO Member Spotlight–Lunch & Learn 
Member: Michael Erath

Thursday 3.23.17
“Mistakes Millionaires Make” 
Presented by WPO member Harry Clark

Saturday 3.25.17 Spring Training Game

Wednesday 4.517
The Discomfort Zone  
Speaker: Dr. Marcia Reynolds

Fri-Sun 4.21.17-4.23.17
Chapter Retreat 
Miraval Resort + Spa

Tuesday 4.25.17 New Member Happy Hour

Thursday 5.11.17
Art of Improv 
Speaker: Second City Works

MEMBERS PLUS ONE 
GUEST CAN ATTEND 
AT NO CHARGE. 
ADDITIONAL GUESTS 
ARE $50 EACH.

Our venues require attendance numbers 

to ensure that appropriate seating and 

food/beverage needs are met. Because of 

this, we kindly ask you that you RSVP for 

events that you plan on attending, and 

if you have to cancel, that you do so at 

least 48 hours in advance. We continue 

to reserve the right to charge a fee for 

late cancellation and no-shows. Thank you 

for your understanding and cooperation 

as we strive to provide successful and 

enjoyable events for all.
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FACEBOOK.COM/EOARIZONA

 • Public Facebook page

 • Like this page

 • Tag it in your pictures

FACEBOOK.COM/GROUPS/873376276087552/

 • Private Facebook group - members only

 • Request access

 • Connect with other members; use this group  
  as a resource

 • Tag it in your pictures

TWITTER.COM/EOARIZONA

 • Follow our Twitter profile

 • Tag it in your pictures

EOARIZONA.ORG

 • Click events to see and register for local EO events

 • Another resource to share with prospective members

INFORMATION/QUESTIONS CONTACT:

J.P. Dahdah
President
P 480.306.8408 Ext. 11
E JP@VantageIRAs.com 

Melissa Groen
Chapter Administrator
P 602.502.3967   
E Melissa.Groen@ArizonaEO.com

EONetwork.org
EOArizona.org

#EOAZlife


